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Let's take a trip and learn all about Brazil in this fun-loving word search. The words in this word search are hidden across and down, with no backwards.

```
    E E P F G I S P T O
    S C O X I N H A H C
    O A R P E L É N M S
    C R T T S L O T H A
    C N U T O U C A N M
    E I G U A R A N Á B
    R V U N E Y M A R A
    T A E J U N G L E G
    S L S A N L O U D I
    S B E A U T I F U L

BEAUTIFUL
CARNIVAL
COXINHA

GUARANÁ
JUNGLE
LOUD

NEYMAR
PANTANAL
PELÉ

PORTUGUESE
SAMBA
SLOTH

SOCCER
TOUCAN
```
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